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Abstract: Obesity is a worldwide public health problem with increasing prevalence and affects 80% of
diabetes mellitus type 2 cases. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an established model organism for studying
obesity and diabetes including diabetic microvascular complications. We aimed to determine whether
physical activity is an appropriate tool to examine training effects in zebrafish and to analyse
metabolic and transcriptional processes in trained zebrafish. A 2- and 8-week experimental training
phase protocol with adult zebrafish in a swim tunnel system was established. We examined zebrafish
basic characteristics before and after training such as body weight, body length and maximum speed
and considered overfeeding as an additional parameter in the 8-weeks training protocol. Ultimately,
the effects of training and overfeeding on blood glucose, muscle core metabolism and liver gene
expression using RNA-Seq were investigated. Zebrafish maximum speed was correlated with body
length and was significantly increased after 2 weeks of training. Maximum swim speed further
increased after 8 weeks of training in both the normal-fed and the overfed groups, but training was
found not to be sufficient in preventing weight gain in overfed fish. Metabolome and transcriptome
profiling in trained fish exhibited increased blood glucose levels in the short-term and upregulated
energy supply pathways as well as response to oxidative stress in the long-term. In conclusion, swim
training is a valuable tool to study the effects of physical activity in zebrafish, which is accompanied
by metabolic and transcriptional adaptations.
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1. Introduction

Obesity is a worldwide public health problem with increasing prevalence since
1980 [1], affecting 23.6% of adults in Germany in 2015 [2]. It can result from an over-caloric
diet [3] and a lack of physical activity [4] and is associated with severe health problems,
such as cardiovascular diseases, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and diabetes [5,6]. Obesity
even affects 80% of diabetes mellitus type 2 patients [7]. Those comorbidities underline
the importance to reduce the high obesity prevalence. Body weight is strongly associ-
ated with physical activity in humans [8] and acting against obesity is less effective in
producing weight loss than in preventing weight gain [9]. Physical exercise is generally
considered as a beneficial factor in preventing and improving metabolic diseases [10] and
metabolic alterations are also associated with aging, as well as cardiovascular and cognitive
impairments [11]. The risk for cardiovascular complications, the leading cause of death
globally [12], has been observed to decrease in regularly exercising humans [13]. In addi-
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tion, physical activity was linked to diminished cognitive decline and a lower prevalence
of dementia [14], indicating that physical activity can delay aging via several pathways.

Moreover, physical exercise has been associated with an imbalance of the oxidation-
reduction (redox) system in favor of oxidants [15]. Oxidative stress causes oxidative
damage of proteins, lipids and nucleic acids and is involved in the pathogenesis of various
diseases such as metabolic syndrome, indicating that maintenance of redox balance is
crucial for health. [16]. However, exercise-induced production of free radicals and reactive
oxygen species (ROS) can also have beneficial effects on cellular signaling and immune
reactions [15].

Animal models enable researchers to investigate the effects of physical activity on the
metabolism and transcriptome. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an established model organism
for studying obesity and diabetes including diabetic microvascular complications [17,18].
Although zebrafish has intensively been studied recently in different metabolic diseases,
it is not established as a model to perform exercise training with. Physical activity can
be mimicked with zebrafish trained in a swim tunnel system. The swim tunnel is based
on a propeller, which generates a water flow in a swim tube, forcing the zebrafish to
swim against the current. However, the effects of physical performance on physiological
parameters and the zebrafish metabolism and transcriptome have rarely been studied so
far [19–23].

We aimed to determine whether the swim tunnel system is an appropriate tool to
achieve training effects within a reasonable period of time and whether training can
prevent weight gain in overfed zebrafish. Subsequently, we analysed how the metabolome
and transcriptome responded adapted to the training procedure. Our data show that
swim training enhanced the physical performance of zebrafish, and that metabolic and
transcriptomic adaptations underlie the physical improvements.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fish Maintenance

Zebrafish of the ABTL strain were reared and maintained at 28 ◦C and kept under
13 h light/11 h dark cycle in groups of 6 fish per tank. Zebrafish with an age of 6 months
and older were considered as adults.

2.2. Swim Tunnel

The exercise experiments were performed in a 170 mL (230 V/50 Hz; model: SW10000)
swim tunnel system of Loligo® Systems (Viborg, Denmark). According to Wakamatsu et al.,
who performed a study with the same swim tunnel, water velocity is linear to the voltage
applied with velocity being around 30 cm/sec at 2.5 V and increasing by approximately
13 cm/sec per Volt [24]. Therefore, speed can be estimated from the applied voltage [21]; how-
ever, the study mainly focused on the relative improvement of zebrafish swim performance
rather than on the absolute speed.

2.3. Experiment Setup

The phase 1 experiment (Figure 1A) was performed over a period of 2 weeks (5 sets
of trainings in total + 1 additional training directly before sacrifice) and consisted of a
non-trained control group and a trained group, each comprising 12 fish. The phase 2
experiment (Figure 1A), in which the training period was extended to 8 weeks (20 sets of
trainings in total), was performed with a normal-fed non-trained group (NF-control), a
normal-fed trained group (NF-training), an overfed non-trained group (OF-control) and an
overfed trained group (OF-training) including 6 fish each. All experiments applied adult
ABTL zebrafish and equal numbers of females and males in each group to avoid different
group conditions. Fish of all training groups were trained every other day from Monday to
Friday indicating alternating twice or thrice per week in phase 1 and phase 2.

Upon completion of the 2-week or 8-week training phase, respectively, zebrafish
were fasted overnight and sacrificed the next morning. Fish sacrifice served for blood
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glucose measurement, collection of muscles for determination of glycogen content and
metabolomics data and collection of livers for RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) data acquisition.

2.4. Feeding

In the phase 1 experiment, fish were fed with 1 mL of living shrimps per fish in the
morning and 1 spoon of SDS 400 (Special Diets Service, Essex, UK) per tank in the afternoon.
In the phase 2 experiment, the normal-fed (NF) groups received 0.75 mL of living shrimps
per fish in the morning and 2 spoons of SDS 400 per tank in the afternoon. The overfed (OF)
groups were fed with 9 mL of living shrimps per fish spread over the morning (3 times
3 mL) and 2 spoons of SDS 400 per tank in the afternoon. For training groups, a digestive
break of minimum 2 h was considered between feeding and training.

2.5. Determination of Basic Characters

Measurement of the basic characters included measurement of body length, body
weight, caudal fin length, and the maximum speed of each fish. For the phase 1 experiment,
parameters were recorded before and after the 2-week training phase. In the phase 2
experiment basic measurements were performed at the beginning and after 4 weeks and
8 weeks of training. To ensure equal initial strength of all groups, group building was
carried out after the collection of initial basic characters with no statistically significant
differences between groups. For the measurement of body length, body weight and caudal
fin length, fish were anaesthetised in a tank with 160 mg/L tricaine for 2 min. Body length
and caudal fin length were determined with a ruler and the weight with an analytical
balance (ABS-N_ABJ-NM_ACS_ACJ, Kern & Sohn, Puchheim, Germany). The treatment
with tricaine was performed after the maximum speed measurement to avoid adverse
effects on the zebrafish swimming capability.

For the measurement of the maximum speed, fish were placed in the swim tunnel
separately and the velocity was increased incrementally. The initial voltage (2 V) was
increased by 0.5 V every 30 s until 4.5 V, followed by an increase by 0.2 V every 20 s until
the fish was not able to keep swimming and fell back into the mesh.

2.6. Training Protocol

Training groups were trained from Monday to Friday every other day in groups of
three fish. The weekends served as recovery time for the training groups. Swim protocols
are summarised in Figure 1A. Protocol 1 was applied in the phase 1 experiment and
comprised the following steps: The voltage was increased from 2 V to 2.5 V and 3 V, each
step taking 20 min. Next, 30 min at each 3.5 V and 4 V completed the training, which had a
total duration of 2 h. Protocol 2 was applied in the phase 2 experiment. Training sessions
started at 2 V followed by 2.5 V, both for 15 min. Subsequently, the voltage was increased
to 3 V for 120 min and further to 3.5 V for 30 min, extending the training to a total of 3 h.
Thus, protocol 2 comprised a longer time span whereas protocol 1 had a higher average
swim speed. In the phase 1 experiment, training groups received the last training session
directly before they were sacrificed to have the maximum effect of the training on blood
glucose levels. In the phase 2 experiment, fish were sacrificed 24 h after their last training
session to explore long-term training effects.

2.7. Determination of Blood Glucose

Fasting blood glucose was measured with a FreeStyle Freedom Lite–blood glucose
monitoring system (Abbott, Wiesbaden, Germany), directly after fish were sacrificed.

2.8. Glycogen Measurement

Glycogen assay was performed with zebrafish muscle tissue using the Glycogen Assay
Kit from Abcam (Cambridge, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.9. Metabolomics Profile

Detection was performed with the Metabolomics Core Technology Platform from the
Centre of Organismal Studies Heidelberg. After fish were sacrificed, muscle tissue was
collected from the phase 2 experiment for metabolite analyses of adenosine compounds
and free amino acids as described previously [25].

2.10. Statistics

Experimental results are shown as linear regressions lines for correlation analyses and
box whisker plots with the median of the groups showing all single measurement points
from minimum to maximum. Statistical significance between different groups was analysed
using Student’s t-test for phase 1 experiment and one-way ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test
for phase 2 experiment. GraphPad Prism 9.1.1 (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA,
USA) was used for analyses of maximum speed, body weight and metabolomics and
p values below 0.05 were considered as significant: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

2.11. RNA-Seq Analysis

RNA was isolated from liver samples from fish of the phase 2 experiment using the
RNeasy® Mini Kit from QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany). Library construction and sequencing
were performed with BGISEQ-500 (BGI, Hong Kong, China). Most of the procedure was
conducted with R and Bioconductor using the NGS analysis package systempipeR [26].
Quality control of raw sequencing reads was performed using FastQC (Babraham Bioinfor-
matics). Low-quality reads were removed using trim_galore (version 0.6.4). The resulting
reads were aligned to zebrafish genome version GRCz11 from NCBI and counted using
Kallisto version 0.46.1 [27]. The count data was transformed to log2-counts per million
(logCPM) using the voom-function from the limma package [28]. The GSEA pathway anal-
ysis was made with the ClusterProfiler package [29] in R using the pathway information
from org.Dr.eg.db [30]. Barplots were created using the ggplot2 package (version 3.3.5).

3. Results
3.1. Maximum Speed Correlated with Body Length

Determination of maximum swim speed is a good measure for zebrafish swimming
capability but is influenced by various factors [24]. Thus, we first analysed how baseline
parameters including body length, caudal fin length and body weight determine the
swimming ability of zebrafish. The parameters were measured at the beginning of all
experiments for each fish independent of the experimental setup (Figure 1A). It was
found that zebrafish maximum speed (Umax) was positively correlated with body length
whereas caudal fin length and body weight were not-significantly correlated (Figure 1B);
yet, body weight, body length and caudal fin length were strongly correlated with each
other (Figure 1C). Thus, suitable selection of zebrafish regarding basic characters for swim
tunnel experiments is an important consideration.

3.2. Swim Training Improves the Physical Performance of Zebrafish

In order to assess the maximum speed of zebrafish after the 2-week training period
including standard feeding, maximum speed at the beginning and after 2 weeks of training
in comparison to a control group without training was determined (Figure 2A). It was
found that the maximum speed of the trained fish increased significantly after 2 weeks
of training, while the control group did not show improvement of Umax. Next, we
assessed, if an extensive training period over 4 weeks and 8 weeks in combination with an
overfeeding diet (Figure 1A), would further increase maximum speed of zebrafish and if
the training may prevent a weight gain or if a higher caloric intake may improve swimming
performance. For these experiments, we assessed initial Umax before the training exercise
(week 0) as well as after 4 weeks and 8 weeks for all groups (Figure 2B). Maximum speed
increased time-dependently after 4 weeks of training and significantly after 8 weeks of
training in both the NF and the OF groups. The untrained groups, independently from
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feeding state, exhibited no significant difference. Interestingly, analysing all zebrafish from
both experiments together, we observed significantly higher initial maximum speeds of
males compared with females (Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Experiment setup and initial basic character correlations. (A): The experiment was split into two phases. Phase 1:
2-week training; Phase 2: 8-week training including overfeeding. Training protocols differed in current velocity and total
duration. Upon completion of the phases, fish were sacrificed, blood glucose was measured, and in phase 2 experiment
metabolomics and RNA-Seq data were determined. NF: normal feeding, OF: overfeeding. (B): positive training-independent
correlations of body length, caudal fin length and body weight with the maximum speed (Umax). (C): Positive correlations
between zebrafish body length, body weight and caudal fin length. Simple linear regression lines were fitted. N = 50 fish
per correlation analysis, r: Pearson correlation coefficient, p: two-tailed p value.
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Figure 2. Swim tunnel training improved zebrafish swimming capability. (A): phase 1 training
increased Umax significantly after 2 weeks of training (p = 0.0323). Control: N = 12 fish, Training:
N = 10 fish. Two-tailed unpaired t-test. (B): phase 2 training increased Umax in both NF and OF
groups significantly after 8 weeks of training (NF-training p = 0.0037, OF-training p = 0.0012). N = 6
fish per group. One-way ANOVA test or Kruskal-Wallis test. NF: normal feeding; OF: overfeeding;
Umax: maximum speed. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

3.3. Swim Training Only Moderately Attenuates Weight Gain in Overfed Zebrafish

To test the suitability of swim training to prevent obesity in overfed zebrafish, we
applied the phase 2 experiment consisting of the 8 weeks of training in combination with a
high calorie intake. In phase 1 experiment without overfeeding and 2 weeks of training
only, however, zebrafish weight was not affected by swimming training since we did
not observe significant changes in body weight after 2 weeks in both the control and the
training group (Figure 3A).

At the beginning of phase 2 experiment, mean body weight of the zebrafish was
around 200 mg (Figure 3B). After 4 weeks, body weight increased slightly in the NF-control
group and significantly in the OF-control group without training, while both groups
exhibited a significant increase in body weight after 8 weeks (Figure 3B, left). In both the
NF-training and OF-training groups, body weight was not significantly increased after
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4 weeks but after 8 weeks of training, however, the weight gain was less significant in the
OF training group compared with the OF control group. This indicates that swim training
of zebrafish could only partially prevent a strong weight gain after high caloric intake
(Figure 3B, right).
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Figure 3. Swim tunnel training prevented weight gain in zebrafish only moderately. (A): phase
1 training did not alter zebrafish body weight. Control: N = 12 fish; Training: N = 10 fish. Two-
tailed unpaired t-test. (B): phase 2 training hardly prevented weight gain in normalfed and overfed
zebrafish, respectively. Body weight increased after 4 weeks significantly in the OF-control group
(p = 0.0461). After 8 weeks, body weight was increased in both the NF and OF-control group
(p = 0.0090 and 0.0006, respectively) and in the training groups (p = 0.0161 and 0.0021, respectively).
N = 6 fish per group. One-way ANOVA test or Kruskal-Wallis test. NF: normal feeding; OF: overfeeding.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

3.4. Swim Training Alters the Metabolome

Thus far we have shown an improved physical performance of zebrafish after 2 weeks
and 8 weeks of training (Figure 2) and a moderately reduced weight gain in overfed and
exercised zebrafish (Figure 3). In order to analyse the metabolome profile in trained and
overfed fish, we assessed several metabolites linked to catabolic pathways in zebrafish
muscle tissue after 8 weeks. Thereby, we detected metabolites with significantly different
levels in the different groups, such as nicotinamide dinucleotide (NAD), nicotinamide
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dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and S-adenosyl-homocysteine (SAHC) (Figure 4A),
the concentration of which was increased in the NF-training group compared with the
NF-control group. Furthermore, concentration of the amino acid alanine was increased
in the NF-training group compared with the NF-control group and further increased in
the OF-training group compared with the NF-control group (Figure 4B). Overfeeding also
resulted in higher arginine levels compared with the NF-control group. No significant
changes of arginine levels were seen under training conditions. Likewise, asparagine
was increased in the OF-control group compared to the NF-control group but as well
in the OF-training group compared to the NF-control group (Figure 4B). Interestingly,
metabolite levels were almost consistently found to be lowest in the untreated group and to
increase by training, overfeeding, or both combined. In addition, muscle glycogen content
did not significantly differ between the control and training groups in both experiments
(Figure S2). Lastly, we assessed blood glucose after both experimental setups (Figure 4C).
After phase 1, blood glucose was measured shortly after the last training after 2 weeks to
determine the short-term effects of the training protocol on the glucose metabolism. We
found significantly increased blood glucose levels in the training group compared to the
control group (Figure 4C). In order to assess glucose homeostasis in long-term effects, the
blood glucose level of trained fish was measured 24 h after the last training session in the
phase 2 experiment (Figure 4C). We detected higher blood glucose levels in both OF groups
and significantly increased levels in the OF-training group compared with the NF-control
group and the NF-training group.
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Figure 4. Swim tunnel training significantly altered the metabolome in zebrafish muscle. (A): increased
concentrations of adenosine levels in trained zebrafish. NAD: nicotinamide dinucleotide, NADPH:
nicotinamide dinucleotide phosphate, SAHC: S-adenosyl-homocysteine. N = 6 fish per group.
(B): Alterations on amino acid levels in trained and overfed zebrafish. Ala: Alanine, Arg: Arginine,
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Asn: Asparagine. N = 6 fish per group. (C): Alterations on fasting blood glucose level. In phase
1 experiment, blood glucose was measured directly after the last training session whereas blood
glucose was measured 24 h later in phase 2 experiment. Con: Control; OF: overfeeding; Train:
Training. N = 6 fish per group. Statistical tests: Two-tailed unpaired t-test (phase 1) and one way
ANOVA test or Kruskal-Wallis test (phase 2). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

3.5. Swim Training Alters the Transcriptional Profile Linked to Energy Metabolism and
Oxidative Stress

In order to identify transcriptional adaptations linked to physical performance in
zebrafish, we performed RNA sequencing in liver tissue. When pathway analysis was
performed comparing training effects against the control group, we observed upregulated
pathways such as “ATP metabolic process”, “oxidative phosphorylation”, or “cellular
response to oxidative stress” (Figure 5A). Due to the increased energy generation, other
biological processes were decreased, such as “chromosome organization” or “RNA process-
ing” appeared to be downregulated. “Oxidative phosphorylation” was also upregulated
in the OF-control group compared to the NF-control group, as well as “translation” and
“mitochondrion organization” (Figure 5B). Downregulated pathways were here more het-
erogeneous including “immune response” and “cell cycle process” pathways. Together, the
data show a metabolic and transcriptional adaptation to the increased physical performance
and to increased calorie intake in zebrafish.
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4. Discussion

In this study we were able to show the effectiveness of physical activity (swim training)
on maximum swim speed of zebrafish. We found that zebrafish maximum speed is
positively correlated with body length. Swim training improved the performance of
the zebrafish in a time-dependent manner whereas body weight gain was only slightly
attenuated. In subsequent analyses, the metabolomic and transcriptional profiles displayed
adaptational processes affected by training.

To analyse effects of physical activity in zebrafish, we developed two different training
protocols. Both were broadly accepted by zebrafish and efficient in increasing the maximum
speed after 2 and 8 weeks of training, respectively. Similar results of increasing maximum
speed by exercising of zebrafish were recently reported [20]. Additionally, we found a sex-
specific difference with males having greater maximum speed than female zebrafish. Other
studies only found weak impact on the maximum speed with sex [24]. Since we found
additionally large gender differences in gene expression one might consider employing
one gender only to eliminate inter-gender variability.

Despite the effectiveness of our protocols in improving physical performance, the
feeding protocol requires further adaptation to evaluate more precisely how swim training
affects body weight. Nevertheless, as the increase of weight in the training group might
be attributable to a gain in muscle mass to some extent, an examination of the body mass
composition might further inform about the effectiveness of the swim training in preventing
obesity. Endurance training on zebrafish larvae have shown that though both trained and
untrained fish had plenty of fat depositions, trained fish were overall heavier with increased
cross-sectional red muscle fiber area [22]. Another study found gene expression markers
associated with muscle growth to be upregulated after swim training [23], which supports
the suggestion of swim training being capable to induce a redistribution of zebrafish
body tissue.

Furthermore, physical exercise proved to impact metabolic processes such as glucose
homeostasis. The increased blood glucose levels measured directly after training might
be explainable by the release of stress hormones such as adrenalin during training that
trigger the breakdown of glycogen [31]. The released glucose is required for muscle
ATP synthesis during physical activity [32] and thus might help to maintain swimming
performance over a longer period. In contrast, a study focusing on the short-term effects
of training found glucose and glycogen levels to be depleted at high training intensities
due to the consumption of reserves [19]. Consequently, glucose levels might fluctuate
greatly during and after training, however, the increased blood glucose we observed
was rather a short-term effect that disappeared 24 h later. Experiments addressing how
blood glucose of diabetes mutants is affected by swim training might be interesting for
future studies. Moreover, we detected increased levels of NAD in trained fish–when
converted to NADH, it transfers reducing equivalents from glycolysis and the citric acid
cycle and is therefore crucial for energy generation [33]. Training also elevated NADPH,
which plays a pivotal role in the antioxidation system. It supplies antioxidants such as
glutathione with reducing equivalents and a high cytoplasmic NADPH level is associated
with longevity [34]. In addition, NADPH serves as an essential electron source for reductive
synthesis of many structures including non-essential amino acids [35]. In accordance with
our finding of higher alanine levels in trained fish, others found alanine synthesis to
be increased during training needed to fuel the higher energy demands [36,37], while
increased amino acid levels in general favor muscle growth [38]. Especially arginine,
which regulates vasodilation, has shown to increase during exercise and oral arginine
supplementation increases protein synthesis [39]. Even though not significant, we also
observed elevated arginine levels in trained zebrafish.

The transcriptomic pathway analysis revealed that physical exercise induces oxidative
stress. In accordance, increased oxidative damage markers were detected in humans
upon aerobic and anaerobic exercise. While we consider zebrafish to be a valuable tool to
study physical exercise, rodent animal models also have been used to study the activity
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of antioxidative pathways upon physical exercise. Exercise increased oxidative stress
levels not only in blood and skeletal muscle but also in many other organs, suggesting
exercise-associated oxidative stress induction to affect the whole body. Remarkably, regular
exercise was observed to increase the antioxidant capacity, explaining why long-term
training reduces acute exercise oxidative stress [15]. Exploring the effects of different
training intensities and durations on zebrafish redox balance and the impact of training on
remission of diabetic organ complications linked to oxidative stress in zebrafish remains
to be investigated. While the swim training model opens the perspective to study and
prevent age-related diseases, zebrafish is not an established model for aging due to their
lifetime of up to 5 years. In comparison to zebrafish lifetime both swimming protocols
were short-term and thus did not modify markers of senescence.

Furthermore, our transcriptomic pathway analysis reflects the increased energy re-
quirement by physical exercise with energy consumption pathways being upregulated.
Similar effects were seen in muscles when increased oxidative phosphorylation and ATP
production was induced by physical exercise [40]. In accordance with our findings, a
systematic review on human muscle adaptations to training showed that proteins asso-
ciated with the electron transport chain were increased by exercise training [41]. In line
with our transcriptomic analysis identifying an upregulated oxidative phosphorylation
and mitochondrion organization in overfed zebrafish, another study has postulated that
organisms adapt to overfeeding and higher fat intake with increased mitochondrial activity
and mass [42].

Limitations of the study are the small number of fish per group, which reduces the
expressiveness of our analyses, as well as sex-related differences in maximum speed.
Nevertheless, the swim tunnel is a valuable, easily applicable tool that enables imitation
of physical activity in zebrafish. It facilitates exploration of training effects not only on
metabolomics or genomics in healthy animals, but also on the phenotype of obesity-
related diseases such as diabetes. In addition, swim tunnel systems are expandable for
the measurement of oxygen consumption during physical activity, which is a significant
parameter for sports physiology in humans [43]. The high translational potential of swim
training is further highlighted by its flexibility in training intensity and duration, making it
easily adaptable to clinical protocols. Ultimately, the swim protocols proposed in this paper
can be customized to evaluate zebrafish training effects on disease, therapeutic treatments,
regeneration or to evaluate potential roles of specific genes on zebrafish swimming capability.

5. Conclusions

The swim tunnel is an effective measure for the maximum speed of zebrafish. Re-
gardless of feeding, swim tunnel training improves time-dependently the swimming
performance of zebrafish, which is associated with body length. Moreover, training in-
duces metabolomic and transcriptomic alterations affecting energy consumption pathways.
Therefore, zebrafish swimming training can be regarded as a valuable tool for assessing
the association of physical activity on disease outcomes.
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